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Moderator: Ladies and Gentlemen, Good Day and Welcome to the Titan Company Limited Conference Call 

to discuss the impact of Demonetization. We have with us today Mr. Bhaskar Bhat – Managing 

Director, Titan Company Limited; Mr. S. Subramaniam – Chief Financial Officer, Titan 

Company Limited and Mr.  C. K. Venkataraman – Chief Executive Officer Jewellery Division, 

Titan Company Limited.  

 As a reminder, all participant lines will be in the listen-only mode. And there will be an 

opportunity for you to ask questions after the presentation concludes. Should you need assistance 

during the conference call, please signal for an operator by pressing '*' then '0' on your touchtone 

telephone. Please note that this conference is being recorded. I now hand the conference over to 

the management. Over to you all. 

Subbu Subramaniam: Good morning, Ladies and Gentlemen. This is Subbu from Titan. The purpose of this conference 

call was to largely to address queries that we have been receiving from a lot of analysts and from 

investors who wanted to know the impact of demonetization on the Company's business. And 

therefore this call is largely about giving you an idea of what the impact has been over the last 20 

days, post the demonetization. And we also intend to give you our views on the long-term impact 

of this on our Company. With that I hand over to Venkat, who is here and who will take you 

through the impact of the jewellery business. 

C.K. Venkataraman: As was expected, we saw an immediate drop in sale starting 9th of November, after a spike from 

the 8th itself. And that drop continued for a few days and then the sales started picking back 

again. The wedding season was expected to be good this year and clearly that helps, despite the 

fact that people were under pressure to mobilize the funds for various purchases for weddings. 

The fact that Tanishq attracts its more than proportionate share of people with accounted money 

certainly helped us at this time. And what had traditionally been a disadvantage for Tanishq has 

become an advantage and is going to continue be an advantage in the future. And in the second 

fortnight of November, and more particularly in the last 10 days of November the sales went 

back to pre-demonetization even thought the growth rates that we had in the season, which is the 

Diwali-Dussera season. We have not gone back to the growth rate but certainly what you call the 

average daily sale, pre-demonetization and post-demonetization started matching towards the last 

10 days of November.  

 At the same time, given the cataclysmic event that this is, we are not very much in a haste to 

analyze all this to depth because the situation actually is quite complex, even very rich people 

with accounted money are a little withdrawn, they are spending less, therefore all that reflects, 

because the mood itself is not about spending. And therefore I would like to spend whatever time 

here more talking about the FY18 and later, because that is when things will stabilize and the 

actions which have been unleashes, our sense of how much they will favor us will happen. 

 Clearly the brand Tanishq has a much, much greater share of people with accounted money than 

people will unaccounted money. If you look at the ticket sizes, if you look at the manner in 
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which most of the industry operates, you will know what I am speaking. And if you also look at 

the manner the extent to which the sales of many of the jewelers, some of them have reported on 

their calls have dropped is another indication of what I am talking about. So when your ticket 

size is Rs. 150,000 and your share of the business community is more than 50% and when you 

know that it is not very difficult to make purchase in some of these jewellery shops without bills 

and all that you will understand the share of unaccounted money their business and their 

network, the impact of the businesses when that unaccounted money is no longer useful. And 

therefore let's say in the near-term, and I am talking about in the next 15 months, surely the 

overall supply of cash will reduce, the wealth has been diluted in some certain segments. And 

because jewellery buying was one news of this undeclared wealth, we do expect the compression 

in high-ticket purchases because of this. But because we also operated substantially and perhaps 

virtually outside, this use we expect the impact of that to be very low. But the other factor 

remains same which is very recent is this whole thing of the income tax raids and the extent to 

which the customers can actually have unsubstantiated jewellery and gold, and they have 

actually limited to 250 and 500 grams and all that, will certainly put significant pressure on the 

willingness of customers to actually acquire jewellery with undeclared income.  

 And one of the things I have heard over the last couple of years in HNI customer meets across 

the country, some of them would complaint to me saying that look Tanishq is making us so 

difficult to buy Tanishq jewellery because you keep insisting on documents and all that, and I 

would tell them, look we are a company like that, we are a very law abiding company, and why 

do we actually pay tax and stuff like that. They would tell me that their husbands and their 

chartered accountants are a little vary, and buying a Tanishq because they would have to show 

that against their declared income because they had to declare their PAN card. And they would 

tell me that look why don’t you create products which are so exciting that I am helpless in terms 

of buying that piece and therefore I would pester my husband and somehow get that PAN Card 

out. And we have instances in the last 18 months when collection after collection of high end 

products from a Queen of Hearts which is most recent diamond to a Shubham to a Divyam in the 

last one year, they have really pushed the PAN Card out, and I am sure these women persuaded 

their husbands to get the PAN Card out. And therefore the level playing field that is going to 

happen in FY18 and later in terms of the real true driver of a women towards jewellery, its 

design and quality and finish and story and all that, that will come to the fold and we are very 

clearly at the leading edge of that part of the industry. And all those reasons which kept the men 

away from Tanishq will disappear. And therefore because we have become much better at 

persuading a women on this side of it and we will use that to our advantage to pull a greater 

share towards us. And because the husbands would anyway have to comply they might as well 

be with the wife and comply as well. And therefore we expect to get a greater share of that 

segment which we did not have earlier. And therefore from a near-term, which is I would call 

FY18 and the medium-term which is FY19 point of view, we are clearly well placed towards 

getting a better share of the HNI market than we were earlier, we are therefore quite gung-ho 

about the whole thing. In the short-term, obviously because of dilution of wealth, because of 

reduced cash flows, because of the mode itself being not so great, all of us who are totally into 
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the accounted money situation are still on the back foot when it comes to spending on 

discretionary stock, because I think somewhere all of us, our moods are a little not down but 

certainly more empathizing with the rest of the people around us. And therefore we are deferring 

our discretionary purchases by some weeks or may be a couple of months. And therefore we 

expect to see the impact of that in Q3, even though the actual figures that we are perceiving are 

actually surprising to us as well as we are glad about it.  

 But at the same time growth rate that we would need to stay on course may be under pressure 

and therefore a December and a Q4 may be a little surprising compared to our plans. But purely 

from a going concern concept point of view, which is what all of us are anyway concerned with, 

we are quite confident and therefore we intend to continue investing. Because the other side of it 

is much of the rest of the industry, it depends on the unaccounted money business for their 

business. And when that drops they are under overall financial pressure as well. And therefore 

variability to invest in inventory, invest in marketing would also… so as the segments start 

moving more and more towards us and the overall industry shrinks because of black money as of 

loot of converting into jeweler reduced so there is a double whammy that we expect to happen 

with other more traditional jewelers, including may be some of the chains. And therefore our 

competitive advantage, I am saying from a resource side would also increase and our flow of 

customer share from the demand side we expect to have a greater share of that. And therefore we 

are pretty confident about FY18 and thereafter.  

Subbu Subramaniam: Okay. I may just give you a short brief on the Watch division as well, what impact we have seen 

so far. As expected, the watch division did have quite an impact in the first week or so post 

demonetization, but post that it started improving steadily. And as we speak now, over the last 

week I think the retail sales are practically back to normal, when I say retail I am talking about 

the sales through our World of Titan and Fastrack stores and so on has been practically back to 

normal, so that is a great sign. The only thing is what we believe is getting impacted more is 

trade channels which is the MBO channels where the impact seems to be a lot more than in the 

retail. So we are seeing something like a 20% - 30% shortfall as far as the trade channel is 

concerned, but as far as retail is concerned, I think we have bounced back quite strongly. So, not 

too much of concern there. But as Venkat said, these are all early days, since 20 days since we 

have done this, so we need to still wait and watch how things are going to pan out for the rest of 

the quarter. But again, watches we think the advantage is that we talked about in jewellery which 

is the organized play versus the unorganized play factor should also work in our favor and 

hopefully we should bounce back quite strongly or so in that division.  

Bhaskar Bhat: I think there is one more what Venkat must have covered it, I think in the case of jewellery these 

dependence of the jewelers on the supply side, which is vendors, who are also largely into the 

cash economy, a lot of the shops have closed not because they do not have stock because they do 

not have money but it is their vendors who do not have money, I believe. So supply side also has 

got that, whereas that problem does not exist with somebody like because we will fund them if at 

all such an issue, so that is a one part. Similarly in watches, the grey market operators, let us say 

the trade where the funding has been done by the wholesaler let us say and there supplier of the 
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IMSQ so called, then again it is a largely cash operated supply chain. So again we expect there to 

be a significant impact. However, in the trade channel in watches the purchases is also in cash, so 

to that extent it has got affected. But as Subbu said, there the effect seems to have, I mean it has 

bounced back faster. So of course we are all surprised at yesterday's move. 

 I think we are open to questions now. 

Moderator: Thank you. We will now begin with the question-and-answer session. We have the first question 

from the line of Abneesh Roy from Edelweiss. Please go ahead. 

Abneesh Roy: Sir, you said that the traditional disadvantage in the jewellery has now turned positive for 

Tanishq and you expect that to continue and the competitive position has improved for Tanishq. 

Now if I see within the organized jewellery market Tanishq has roughly one-third share and 

organizes around 15% of the total market. So from a two years perspective where do you see 

both these numbers settling? I am not asking this quarter or next quarter, from the next two years 

perspective what is your sense of one-third market share and 15% organized share? 

C.K. Venkataraman: Actually, Abneesh, frankly we do not even look at that 15% like that because in so many of the 

cities that we operate in, the people who you count as organized are not even our competitors. 

There are independent jewelers in Chandigarh, Patna which are all very large market who are not 

part of the 15% that you count. And therefore it is very difficult for me to comment on that. All 

we are gunning for is that 5% which we are right about, that 5% we want to increase over the 

next few years in any case by stepping on the gas on the wedding and the high-value diamond 

jewelry segment which is what we spoke on our March conference. But that journey is going to 

continue. It is not that the size of those two segments may compress because of what I shared 

earlier, but our feeling is that our competitive advantage in those two segments is going to be 

better than pre-demonetization. And therefore our ability to go down that path has become better, 

that is what I would like to conclude on this stage as opposed to say that prime is going to be 

selling in 2019 and things like that, which we will do at another appropriate time.  

Bhaskar Bhat: Abneesh, the calculation, if we were to take even a conservative number that is out of the 85%, if 

we assume it is 85%, to my mind 10% of them will simply close down, that is they will not be 

able to survive. It could be as high as 30%, close down because they will not be able to manage 

this whole regulatory pressure starting from cash and all that, they would not be able to manage. 

Now even if you take that which is 10% of large market, more than 50% of that will more likely 

come to Tanishq than go to the others, they are not likely to go to the other organizers. So it is 

very difficult, as Venkat said, but any which way it is going to be a significant contribution to 

Tanishq's prosperity.  

Abneesh Roy: Sir, that is on the distribution side. If I come to the demand side, now this latest rule is that in a 

marriage only 500 grams can be gifted. 
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S. Subramaniam: No, Abneesh, I think you have to read it carefully. What it says is if there is an Income Tax raid 

and they find gold which is more than 500 grams but which is not accountable through your 

sources of income, up to 500 grams will be permitted to be declared even if it is unaccounted, 

that is all. You can have Rs. 100 crores, Rs. 1,000 crores, Rs. 10,000 crores of jewellery as long 

as you can account it.  

Abneesh Roy: Sir, my question was on the consumer behavior, obviously a cash accumulation may reduce in 

the medium term because of this step, but do you see that moving to asset class of gold, so what 

is your sense on gold because currently too many norms on gold have not happened but may 

happen. So what is your sense on gold demand because of demonetization from a two years, 

three years perspective? 

C.K. Venkataraman: We are a jewellery company Abneesh, so I would not like to talk about gold right now. And asset 

class change over will not happen to jewellery in gold, I presume you are talking about bullion 

when you say gold. 

Abneesh Roy: Yes, sir.  

C.K. Venkataraman: So we are not in the business of selling bullion, it is just sort of a side business launched by 

Tanishq Coin. So if the asset class moves or it does not move we are not bothered, we are 

chasing adornment, we are chasing a women who loves to have jewellery. And I am saying that 

more and more such women who earlier were constrained certainly by their husbands from 

moving into Tanishq will now have a free hand to register of course the overall demand which is 

now depressed because the cash flow and the wealth has been diluted. But yes, but it is so large, 

if I take the high value diamond and wedding we are talking about something like Rs. 150,000 

crores or Rs. 160,000 of that, so that may become like Rs. 120,000 crores because of the 

compression. But in the Rs. 120,000 crores now Tanishq has become attractive than it was 

earlier.  

Bhaskar Bhat: Also Abneesh, see there are two parts to this investment thing, one is return on investment, but 

there is store of value point in the jewellery business itself, that is not going to go away which is 

that it has value even 20 years later and you can exchange it for another piece of jewellery, 

whether it is white money or black money. Therefore that is very intrinsic amongst women, it is 

not like buying a watch let us say, therefore that is not going to diminish at all, I mean unless 

some ridiculous thing happens, it is better than a refrigerator, it is better than a car, therefore that 

will continue.  

Abneesh Roy: Sir, my second and last question is on the distribution and expansion. So one is, smaller markets 

are impacted more currently, so your gold plus how that is impacted? Your MBOs in watches 

you clearly said there is an impact. And Tier-II, Tier-III of Tanishq, how is the impact? And are 

you taking any proactive steps in these markets in terms of payment systems, etc? And are you 

changing your expansion plan, either getting more aggressive or scaling back because you see 
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more opportunity? But on the other hand the franchisees may not have too much confidence in 

the current scenario so you would need to downscale, what is the plan on expansion? 

C.K. Venkataraman: We are not analyzing the post-demonetization impact on sales by town class and tying ourselves 

into knots into 20 days’ period, Abneesh, frankly. Because we know intuitively that the cash 

economy is much greater in small towns and people are standing in longer queues in ATMs and 

banks in small towns than in cities as you read the news. And therefore they would be distracted 

from jewellery, so even if the sales performance if worst relative to Bombay we are not going to 

worry about it because it is only 20 days since it has happened. In the medium-term we would 

obviously have a conversation on this. Right now from a larger point of view our aggression into 

the jewellery industry is not diminished because of demonetization. So to the extent there are 

many small towns which are still waiting for the supply of Tanishq to fly, they will continue to 

grow. But obviously town by town we will analyze, we will look at it and go forward.  

Moderator: Thank you. We have the next question from the line of Nilay Shah from Morgan Stanley. Please 

go ahead. 

Nilay Shah: Just wanted to clarify a few things, just to make sure I understood what you said very clearly, 

you said that the first few days were impacted after demonetization, thereafter you have been 

surprised by the fact that the recovery for Tanishq has been very, very strong. Your growth rates 

that you were envisaging for fiscal 2017 may be impacted, but overall sales are back at this point 

in time. Then why did you mention about discretionary consumption demand getting crunched at 

this point in time? Is that in context of your growth aspirations or in context of growth going 

forward on an absolute basis? 

C.K. Venkataraman: Actually as you know we had an exceptional season, we had spoken about it in the last call. Now 

obviously we did not expect that kind of growth rate to sustain after the season because we have 

done so many things together in the 30 day period, but we were gunning for a certain growth rate 

post end of October and for rest of quarter three. Now that growth rate is under pressure, whereas 

post demonetization we expect a significant fall in the same, that significant fall is not back. And 

the level of sale in the last ten days of November have gone back to the pre-demonetization but 

post Diwali 10 day period. So that is what I think which is that it is certainly not at all as bad as 

what we thought it may be, but it is not on plan either. It will be totally separate if it was a plan, I 

mean given the tension that is in the country, if anybody is on plan frankly it would be very 

surprising.  

Bhaskar Bhat: We are not into minus 30, minus 40 and minus 50 which is what everybody has been talking 

about. 

C.K. Venkataraman: But we are not into plus 15 and all but we want it. 

Nilay Shah: The second question is that this demonetization issue opens up opportunities for inorganic 

opportunities basically, there are jewelers in different parts of the country who are known for 
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specific lines and designs of jewellery. Are you contemplating, would you contemplate the 

inorganic route if there is going to be a consolidation that Bhaskar also spoke about or alluded to, 

people closing down or being under pressure on account of regulatory issues, etc. So would you 

contemplate using this opportunity basically to fast track your growth ambitions? 

Bhaskar Bhat: We need to be very careful here, Nilay, because if the reason for the collapse of a particular 

jeweler and therefore his availability on the market at a more attractive price is because of that 

customer segment that he was targeting is starting to dry up because of the reasons of black 

money. And it would also immediately suggest that our buying in that jewellery company may 

not be in the best interest, because the customer segment is what that driver is having. And 

therefore we need to be even more careful actually as a person being in hiding.  

C.K. Venkataraman: So as I said, Nilay, we will benefit from the migration of the customer, that is the first thing. 

Because our distribution is bigger than all of them, not all of them, individually any one of them. 

So we are there in the town where they collapse, let us say. So while you are around we will get 

the benefit of migration. The next step could be an outlet at the most but not the franchise, as in 

the name that would be very difficult to operate because expectation from that store will be very 

different. So if the vendor is willing to give us those same designs that is another matter. So we 

doubt whether we will need to acquire a jewellery.  

Bhaskar Bhat: The reason for that may be different but not the customer. 

Nilay Shah: And Venkat, last question, over the next two, three quarters do you envisage an increase or 

actually a reduction in your advertisement expenses? 

C.K. Venkataraman: No, we are not pulling back certainly not in FY18, even though it is too early to talk about it, but 

our bulk of the stuff is actually mostly played out for FY17, so Q4 is the only thing left, we are 

not looking at a significant on that front. But at the moment I would stay, in our minds, on plan 

unless we change because financial some understanding which develops in the next few weeks. 

Nilay Shah: And as of now the gold activation period in January is on course? 

C.K. Venkataraman: No comments on that 

Moderator: Thank you. We have the next question from the line of Rakesh Jhunjhunwala from Rare 

Enterprise. Please go ahead. 

Rakesh Jhunjhunwala: See, one question I think as a company, this demonetization is unprecedented and never 

happened in the history of any country, so I think all of us are trying to predict what consumer 

behavior will be after two months, and I think all of us are going to be surprised, in my opinion. 

So I think maybe some demand of gold investment could be affected, beyond that there is going 

to be no effect whatsoever. And second thing is, this circular which government has given, they 

say they will not question 500 grams of gold which is Rs. 15 lakhs today, which means if I have 

explained money of Rs. 10 lakhs, and I do not need it, best thing is I go and buy gold, 
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government is not going to ask me for it. You understand what it says in the circular, that if I 

have unexplained money up to 15 lakhs I go and buy gold, then even if the income tax 

department come they will not question it. So I think as a company I do not agree that my fourth 

quarter will be good and it will be bad, I think it is all uncertain, we know nothing, because it is 

unprecedented. And if I were to say I would run the company as I run it, including my ad 

campaigns, including my activations. Because my personal opinion is the customer will come 

back to normal much faster than anybody's expectation, because the common man is not 

affected, his wealth has not gone, his wealth has not reduced or increased. So I do not know why 

this apprehension everybody has that sales will not take place, people will not buy, a lot of 

companies agree but I see no reason in it, I do not know what is your opinion on it. 

Bhaskar Bhat: But reality is, in FMCG it has happened and therefore the effect, the knock on is what people are 

probably, or even….. 

Rakesh Jhunjhunwala: But Bhaskar, it is all speculating no, it is a shock. See, when the shock comes the effect is high, 

as time goes whose pocket is hurt here, Rs. 11 lakh crores have come into the banking system, 

Rs. 14.5 lakh crores will come in. So all those who had the money have put it in the bank, so 

why should we feel that things will get disturbed I think beyond December third as soon as this 

currency comes into the market everybody will go to normal. 

Bhaskar Bhat: You know a very small piece of indication, Helios for example continues, it is a small pilot, last 

time I saw in watches, continues to grow at a rate which is I suppose 100% credit card purchase 

almost is that kind of customer, they do not think they have got affected, of course it is a smaller 

ticket item. So you are right, Rakesh, I mean there are many parts who are not affected.  

C.K. Venkataraman: Actually Bhaskar, I do not know maybe there are 5 million customers, I am just saying a random 

number, maybe you have 5 million people who will end up not being able to deposit maybe Rs. 3 

lakh crores or Rs. 4 lakh crores, okay. 

Rakesh Jhunjhunwala: No, but that Rs. 3 lakh crores or Rs. 4 lakh crores is all crap, Rs. 14.60 lakh crores will be 

deposited, Rs. 11 lakh crores is already deposited, Venkat, out of Rs. 14.60 lakh crores, there are 

still 30 days to go. 

C.K. Venkataraman: I do not know, I am just saying, maybe Rs. 2 lakh crores is just left behind.  

Rakesh Jhunjhunwala: Everything will be deposited, out of Rs. 14.60 lakh crores the whole Rs. 14.60 lakh crores will 

come. 

Bhaskar Bhat: No, government is enriched no. 

Rakesh Jhunjhunwala: See, what my perception is that everything will come back to normal faster than is expected.  

Bhaskar Bhat: That is correct. 
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Rakesh Jhunjhunwala: And therefore as a company let us do what we were doing, customer is going to come back to 

normalcy in the next 30 days. 

Bhaskar Bhat: Yes, that is why we are quite gung-ho, Rakesh. We are only talking, this call was more for 

immediately what is happening so that everyone comes to know about it.  

Rakesh Jhunjhunwala: I think in long-term it is very advantageous to Tanishq? 

Bhaskar Bhat: Yes. 

Moderator: Thank you. We have the next question from the line of Vivek Maheshwari from CLSA. Please 

go ahead. 

Vivek Maheshwari: My first question is on the wedding jewellery bit, now there is going to be a significant impact 

for unorganized sector and wedding jewellery was one space that Titan was, or Tanishq was 

rather focusing on. Is there a possibility that you appear empty in this space and it is a good 

opportunity for you to cement your position in wedding jewellery? 

C.K. Venkataraman: I am sure, Vivek, one other thing that I did not speak about which is somewhere on the 

backburner with the government now because of the preoccupation with various things is the 

hallmarking, the hallmarking is actually anytime going to be made into law. And when that 

happens there will be tremendous pressure on a good part of the industry to upgrade their purity 

with which they have to increase their prices when they upgrade their purity because they have 

been making money on the impure stuff all along. And that will change the competitive scenario 

in many markets in our favor, and it will be a another advantage. Added to the fact that more and 

more brides actually want Tanishq but more of all parents or is it relevant about Tanishq partly 

because their lack of familiarity, partly because of the black money angle, partly because of the 

price perception and the real price difference. So two of these go away in the near future and 

certainly wedding play will become that much more advantageous. And we were anyway 

ramping our act on this and we will continue to do that in FY18.  

Vivek Maheshwari: Second question sir, because everybody at least a lot of companies are saying that this is a 

precursor to GST, now nobody knows about the rates but do you think whatever is happening in 

gold already there is no big worry on GST front any which after this, and for all you know it will 

be overall positive from a Titan perspective or there can be an uncertainty if rate is still very 

high? 

Subbu Subramaniam: Vivek, too early to speculate what the GST rate would be. But from what we read in the papers, 

the rates seem to be generally in the ballpark that we all anticipate. So that is how it is going to 

be I don’t think we should be….. 

Vivek Maheshwari: But the reason I am asking you is because there were, and again all of this have been or there 

have been different speculations at different point of time… 
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Subbu Subramaniam: No, in fact there are WhatsApp rumors going all over the place every day including today. So I 

think one of the things which came out yesterday from the government, the clarification on gold 

holding itself is in a direction sort of in a way causing exactly those rumors. I mean, there are so 

many things going around over the last 15 - 20 days. So I think this is putting to rest… 

Bhaskar Bhat: We even got in one of the earlier question, I think Abneesh was under the impression that you 

cannot buy it, so all these rumors have had such a negative effect in business.  

Subbu Subramaniam: Yes, while there will be something on black money, I do not think we are looking at 

implementing drastic arrangement there. 

Vivek Maheshwari: And if I can ask one more, on watches and jewellery, both you have mentioned that the sales are 

back to level just before demonetization of 8th November levels, and I understand your comment 

about the festive part and the decline post that. And again, Venkat also mentioned that he was 

quite surprised with the pace of recovery. So what exactly would you attribute, I mean, 

personally I am quite surprised with your comment about watches being back to those levels. So 

what has been the key reason, because Eicher Motor management similarly has said the same 

thing that the overall volumes or the order backlog is as good as it was on 8th November again. 

So why do you think… 

Bhaskar Bhat: One key thing in jewellery is that we are currently offering an exchange scheme, where you can 

bring your old gold and buy Tanishq. And we have anyways planned it, it is just that we took a 

few days to assess whether it will be an appropriate time, we did a fair amount of consumer 

research cross the country and then decided to go ahead with it after understanding. And it is 

coincidently a right kind of medicine for this times where you do not have to shell out cash to 

buy jewellery, you just bring your old Tanishq or any other gold and buy Tanishq. And that 

certainly has helped in the last eight to nine days.  

C.K. Venkataraman: The other thing, Vivek, is basically also the fact that we have GHS which is a steady sort of 

revenue that you get, because the cash is obviously collected well ahead of time. So I think this is 

one other buffer that we as Titan have much more than many others.  

Bhaskar Bhat: Also, if I were to take you at a basic level and if I take the jewellery business, 40% cash, 60% 

credit card, let us say that represents a certain segment. In the 40% cash 60% again is legitimate 

cash, therefore we have 84%, very mathematically thinking of people who are not affected by 

demonetization, PAN card or it is not black money. Therefore so we have been affected to the 

extent of 16%, if I take all this math very accurately. So I shall also let them, and they do not 

probably have to stand in the ATM queue and not buy jewellery, what has affected aggressively 

is the combination of those who are significantly dealing in cash and who do not have the time to 

burn it.  

Moderator: Thank you. We have the next question from the line of Abhishek Ranganathan from Ambit 

Capital. Please go ahead. 
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Abhishek Ranganathan: A couple of questions from my side, so if you could just give anecdotal insight into how different 

is the ticket size on the jewellery for the cash and the card business. And just drawing inference 

from what Bhaskar said about… 

Bhaskar Bhat: No, the thing is that the cash purchase happens not only because of black but because of the habit 

of people, so therefore I am a middle class person buying a Rs. 50,000 of 15 gram - 17 gram 

necklace with cash, I am an upper class person buying a Rs. 4 lakh necklace with cash, it is not 

significantly different across the price bracket.  

Abhishek Ranganathan: Yes, I get that. I am just trying to get a sense of whether, because in that case the theory of us 

getting impacted because of cash would not be that much. 

Subbu Subramaniam: No, we are saying I do not think we will get impacted as much, in any case. Because even cash, 

as Bhaskar said, a lot of people draw cash because credit card limits are low in India for most 

people, so they have to necessarily draw cash and come back and buy jewellery if it is more than 

Rs. 2 lakhs or more than Rs. 1.5 lakhs. So, this is a general thing and that gets counted as cash in 

our system. So I do not think it is such an issue for us.  

Abhishek Ranganathan: And the second one I had is with respect to franchisee commissions, now given that we will have 

a year which will be affected unfortunately because of the demonetization years, I believe at least 

a good amount of a third may become part of the quarter and the fact that our commissions with 

the franchisees have not gone up after 2012. Where are we there and do we envisage that this 

thing would get revisited very soon in the light of two things, one is existing franchisees asking 

for more commissions and second is getting new franchisees? 

C.K. Venkataraman: Actually, the year-to-date performance this year is pretty decent, Abhishek. Therefore despite the 

demonetization and November has been, while the growth rate of November versus the growth 

rate that we have planned is an issue as I mentioned earlier, but that is still one-ninth or close to 

one-tenth of the growth, on which the growth rate is like this. And it is the first month of the 

demonetization and people are now starting to get used to the money impact, like Rakesh was 

saying in the banks and unable to spend and all that. So, franchisees are a little more worried in 

general about all the noise the government is making on the subject of gold and all that, and we 

need to reassure them about that. But certainly there is no issue with the franchisee commission 

coming up at the moment. And even if it comes up it would not be the commission, it will be the 

earnings of some people and given our overall levels I am sure we can deal with it without even 

sort of noticing that. So we do not see the franchisee as an issue. And the ability to get new 

franchisees in new towns will finally depend on how clearly articulated is our understanding of 

the opportunity in the market and now we are able to present it to them and convince them to 

partner with us, we are quite confident on it.  

Abhishek Ranganathan: Lastly, if I may just squeeze in one more, it is on the GHS. I know early days here, but are the 

GHS enrolments still on course and have you seen any kind of change on this course, especially 

if there are recent cash deposits going on? 
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C.K. Venkataraman: You mean demonetization effect on GHS enrolments? 

Abhishek Ranganathan: Yes. 

C.K. Venkataraman: That is nothing that we can even, it is not even a topic.  

Abhishek Ranganathan: And the existing enrolments continue to happen and the fresh ones are also coming…? 

C.K. Venkataraman: Yes, people continue to pay, of course they are, and the fresh enrolments are also happening.  

Moderator: Thank you. We have the next question from the line of Amit Shadeva from HSBC. Please go 

ahead. 

Amit Shadeva: A question for Venkat, Venkat I remember that we have done some price correction, if I may 

say, taking the value equation of Titan better for the consumer in the last 1 - 1.5 year. And don’t 

you think this  now demonetization move presents you even greater opportunity to actually 

correct that even little further and sort of accelerate that part? Because now the competition is bit 

squeezed and I think it is a great opportunity to actually may be further increase our value 

equation and grab more share of wedding. Do you see some pricing strategy evolving to account 

for the new environment?  

 And second, last year the activation was also brought forward in December, do we see the same 

thing being planned for this year too? 

C.K. Venkataraman: What we do, Amit, is every six months we do a check on our price comparisons in key markets 

and we refine and correct it to keep it at the level at which in April 2015, after that correction 

that we are talking about the Tanishq II. So that exercise got completed a little while back, a 

month or so back, and right now there is no new thought on that. However, because of what you 

are saying which is that if some of the jewelers are going to be under pressure as they are going 

to be and they are going to correct their prices upwards because their volumes are falling, our 

ability to press home the advantage increases. It is just that it may not require correcting of the 

price frankly further down, because in fact we would have gained some advantages if this 

hypothesis were to come about. What we are looking at is as part of next year's plan is a more 

aggressive market share game play in some key markets where we would push the advantage of 

anything, the price, the exchange value superiority that we have to communicating that to the 

customer in a more aggressive manner. That we may revise depending on a greater 

understanding of what we are seeing. Second point, last year we advanced it to December 

because the PAN card rule came effective from 1st of January.  

Amit Shadeva: So this time it is pretty much on track the way it should have been? 

C.K. Venkataraman: As I said, we have no comments on this, I am just talking about the advancement point.  
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Amit Shadeva: And second bit was that if I hear correctly is that, because my sense is that October was 

exceptional post Diwali period and then what I hear correctly is that it has gone back to normal 

to your normalized growth rate which you thought should have been post the festive effect is 

over what you have seen in the last week or so. Is that the fair understanding? 

C.K. Venkataraman: See, the seasonal growth rate was exceptional because we were successful in doing multiple 

things at a time which is the peak of consumption aggregation of the industry. And therefore we 

benefitted because we did many things together. Post that we expected the growth rate to fall in 

any case significantly, but till beyond plan perhaps. That growth rate has further fallen post 

demonetization because of the effect of demonetization. 

Amit Shadeva: And sir, I think somebody has asked this question but do you see franchisee lead expansion 

would be impacted in the next couple of quarters? 

C.K. Venkataraman: I said that our ability to capture the opportunity in a particular town, or catchment and articulate 

it clearly would determine that and we are very confident on that. Obviously everyone is a little 

worried because there is so much of rumors going around in terms of the regulations that will 

come in the way of the jewellery industry. I think the government was also good on clarifying 

many of it yesterday through that announcement. I think with all that we expect our ability to 

continue.  

Bhaskar Bhat: Also, if we were to look at it from a larger perspective, Titan becomes one of the few companies 

and the jewellery division of Titan becomes one of the few companies still very attractive as a 

franchise proposition. So when in other businesses you are going to face significant problems, I 

mean, unless people stop becoming franchised therefore in fact I expect that it is only going to 

increase the attractiveness of company like Tanishq or getting into that way. 

Subbu Subramaniam: Also one big negative that is likely to be is the investment and Titan company has got the 

management which has proved that low cost and capital and very low risk to a potential 

franchisee. So we can open in the smallest of towns other than law and order, safety kind of 

areas, not too many. We can open an L2 store wherever and de-risk the franchisee almost totally.  

Bhaskar Bhat: In fact, what we expected the next queuing is going to be by jewelers who want to take the 

Tanishq franchise, irrespective of whether they give us their store, they will want to associate 

saying I want to become an L2, I have a store, convert my store. 

Amit Shadeva: Just very quickly, in this demonetization impact has the leasing rate changed for you considering 

there is a lack of demand and the sector is in chaos. Are you sort of saying some better terms of 

trade for you on the leasing side? 

Subbu Subramaniam: No, there is not much of a change, Amit, because we are watching and already negotiated very 

hard and we have by far the best in the industry. So nothing has changed much. The change 

which is happened is that the premium, this has nothing to do with us, the US dollar premium has 
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fallen which now obviously makes gold on lease equally attractive, or maybe slightly better to 

gold buying on spot.  

Moderator: Thank you. We have the next question from the line of Vicky Punjabi from JM Financial. Please 

go ahead. 

Richard Liu: I am not sure about this move as any link whatsoever to anything that is going on right now. But 

what according to you is the reason for scrapping of excise on branded gold coins that got 

announced yesterday? Especially since you are so close to GST, what you think… 

Subbu Subramaniam: Actually, a clarification, initially we were also a little confused till we compared what the 

notification was compared to the previous notification which was there. What they have actually 

announced is that if you are taking a nill excise duty on 99.5% which is almost 24 carat gold, you 

cannot take any input tax credit from service tax and so on, that is what has actually been added 

here. I think there is actually no impact here except the fact that if one was thinking about taking 

credit on service tax inputs, that will not actually be available now. So frankly there is not much 

of a change in this regulation.  

Richard Liu: Thank you. We have the next question from the line of Tejas Shah from Spark Capital. Please go 

ahead. 

Tejas Shah: Just a couple of questions from my side. So first, if I understood correctly, Bhaskar mentioned 

that you expect at least 15% to 30% of the unorganized segment to struggle to survive in the new 

ecosystem. But then how do you see the rest 70%'s capability to adapt to the changes? 

Bhaskar Bhat: Well, hopefully they have deposited all the cash in the bank. I think it will be a slow process, I 

am only saying it is an estimate, I am saying of the 85%, 10% will minimum close down 

according to me, maybe 30% will get affected. See, these are people who know no other 

vocation, these people have been in these industries for 300 - 400 years, so they cannot suddenly 

switch to selling Raymonds suiting or something like that. So they will transform and that is 

where the level playing field is, because their skill and relationships would not disappear 

overnight, I mean, if you take the large Rajasthan jewelers and all these people, the relationships 

will still be there, they will have to mend their ways. And therefore the prices will go up, 

Tanishq will become more competitive. So they will have to change their ways. I am saying 10% 

will probably simply close shop, maybe that will go up to 30%. So this is a juggernaut that is all I 

can say. But all of this will benefit clean and above board player like Tanishq, that is what I am 

trying to say.  

Tejas Shah: And sir lastly, slightly broader question, if we see from the last term of the previous government 

and the first three years of this government, right from 80:20 rule to cap on gold holding a day 

before, do you think that the government in some way is sending negative signals for the gold 

consumption in India? And does it pose a challenge for you to recruit new customers, and more 

importantly new franchise partners to deploy capital in the business? 
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CK Venkataraman: I think anyone who is looking at gold as a metal the government is very clearly sending signals 

like that and that is what we spoke about, the diversion of asset class and all that, yes there will 

be that. But anyone who sees jewellery as a beautiful thing to adorn and the as store of value 

which has got, even if the prices were to fall, 60%, 70%, 80% of the original value in it for a 

rainy day and who is only having accounted money, that would not have changed. And the 

marriages, the manners, can you imagine an Indian wedding without jewellery. And a lot of that 

is from accounted money. And they will continue to buy jewellery because the government has 

also clearly said that as long as you can support the jewellery stock with your income you do not 

have to worry. All of us know that if we are clean there is nothing to worry. So we see some 

compression of the industry like we spoke earlier because of this for the government and there 

has also been black money. 

Subbu Subramaniam: Also, just to take two events, if I were to read some meaning into two events, one articulation, 

Nirmala Sitaraman coming on the front foot and saying that we are not going to curb the gold 

imports, not even gold consumption, she did not talk about that and she spoke quite articulately 

about it. The next is this certificatory is really to calm the market that look we are not against 

gold, we are just clarifying that if you all rushed into buying gold in the last few days, Hello we 

will catch you. It is very clearly that. So in fact it is just like today because they understand the 

employment implications, all these are very significant. See, all said and done you can say black 

and all that, but finally there is a karigar there who benefits from all the demand, and they cannot 

ignore that. In his hands it is not black, that is the whole point, for a day's hard work he gets 

paid, whether the origination is black is not his concern. 

Subbu Subramaniam: And also the people who are selling, I mean lakhs and lakhs of gold. 

Tejas Shah: So this is the demand side, I also wanted to understand since 2013 very rarely we would have 

seen like-to-like quarter for Titan. So in that environment do you feel there is a resistance for 

new franchise to be recruited and deploy capital in this business? 

Subbu Subramaniam: We have had big challenge on the same store growth, forget the new franchisee. New franchisees 

has not been such an issue as same store sales growth and the reasons have been very well 

articulated earlier in the absence of golden harvest as a driver of growth, the customer sentiment 

which is muted two years back and all that. And overall, limited play in the high value diamond 

and wedding jewellery spaces. All three have substantially altered in the last certainly FY17. 

And therefore that point we are very, very confident. Your larger question was the compression 

of the industry which we believe will happen in parts of the industry, but we do not operate in 

those patches.  

Moderator: Thank you. That was the last question, I now hand the floor over to the management for their 

closing comments.  

Bhaskar Bhat: Well, thank you all for being on the call and concerns that you have shown. I hope we have 

addressed all the concerned. We are very confident as a management, in fact down the line the 
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entire company is working towards achieving target, they are not really concerned about 

demonetization as well as GST which is coming up. So I think this is all going in favor of Titan 

Company. So thank you. 

Moderator: Thank you. On behalf of Titan Company Limited, that concludes this conference. Thank you for 

joining us. You may now disconnect your lines.  


